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TAMAS MATOLCSI. Models in Mechanics, Akadkmiai Kiadb. 1986. 335 pp. 
Bunching together classical mechanics, orthomodular lattices, statistical mechanics, the 
foundations of quantum mechanics according to Mackey, and the representations of the 
classical groups takes what used to be known as chutzpah. But this is no problem for a 
Hungarian. For a mathematician, this is the most leisurely introduction to each of said 
subjects. For everybody else, the book will be an invitation to learn some good mathematics. 
J. VAN BENTHEM, Modal Logic and Classical Logic, Humanities Press, 1983, 234 pp 
There is an uneasy suspicion abroad that several subjects now considered as distinct are 
really one and the same, when properly viewed. To wit: the theory of schemes. the theory of 
frames, modal logic. intuitionistic logic, topoi. The unifying thread is the much maligned 
theory of distributive lattices. While leafing through this carefully and thoroughly written 
book we get the satisfying impression that a step forward to this unification has been made. 
B. IVERSEN, Cohomology of Sheaves. Springer, 1986, 464 pp. 
The theory of sheaves is a counterexample to the common saying that textbooks appear 
only in subjects where no further textbooks are needed. There are several textbooks on 
sheaves, even the first one is still worth reading, and they have been getting better and better. 
This one, being the latest of the breed, is the best yet. Why is it that it is not appearing in the 
Grundlehren series, where it belongs? 
J. E. GOODMAN, E. LUTWAK, J. MALKEVITCH, AND R. POLLACK (Eds.), Discrete Geometry 
and Comexity, New York Academy of Sciences, 1985, 392 pp. 
While few people were looking, the ideas inaugurated by Minkowski and Hadwiger have 
been bearing fruit, and so-called main line geometers will soon have to pay attention to them, 
short of finding themselves on the obsolete end of the stick. This handsome volume bears 
witness to the wealth of new results in this as yet not properly named field (maybe we could 
resurrect the much-tried but not yet successful designation “combinatorial geometry”). 
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